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M

odern medicine
has created many
ways for people
to manage their health
conditions and continue to
live long, fulfilling lives.
With longer lives brings
the possibility of more
complicated care when
treating chronic conditions,
or even accidents and illness.
In addition to personal
care, it can also make
assistance with household
upkeep and daily activities
necessary.

So who is helping
today’s seniors?
Caregivers.
By definition, caregivers
are those who provide unpaid
care. Often times they are a Photo courtesy Brian Plonka
friend or family member, and A year after Irma Rink moved to Riverview Retirement Community, her husband Hart
a growing number of spouses decided to move there too.
are becoming a primary
caregiver for their husband or
situation more and more senior couples are finding
wife as they age.
themselves in.
Spokane resident Hart Rink, 86, found that his
It became evident that a senior living community
wife Irma Rink, 88, was needing increased care
would be able to offer Irma that care she needed.
levels due to her diabetes. It was challenging for
When Irma made the move to Riverview Retirement
him to run their home and help care for her. It’s a
Community, it brought some relief for Hart from

his role as caregiver and allowed him to focus
more on being a husband.
Research is finding that a spouse turned
caregiver can be extremely time-consuming
and stressful for the caregiver. Many spouse
caregivers have little to no preparation for this
additional role. According to a study done by
the AARP in partnership with the National
Alliance for Caregiving:

his caregiver duties had been relieved, as
time passed, he found that living alone also
presented its own hardships.
It was at then Hart decided it would be good
for him to move to Riverview too. Now he
could spend even more time with Irma, and
find relief from things like yard work and
house upkeep.

The caregiver role can take a physical and
emotional toll on the caregiver. It’s why many
people find themselves looking for a senior
community that offers assisted living and a
continuum of care model.
With assisted living, couples can tailor the
care that’s needed and find the right amount
of support that enables them to still maintain
as much independence as possible.
With her increased need for care and
support, Irma actually moved to Riverview
before Hart. Once she was at Riverview, he
was pleased that she could have the care she
needed any time day or night. However, while

friendships he has been able to form with
fellow residents. Hart says some of the things
he likes about Riverview’s location are “the
nature close by and the views.”
Irma and Hart have found a new way to
enhance their relationship and improve their
quality of life during their retirement by
seeking the support and care that a senior
community can provide.
To find more information on caregiver
resources and support visit the National
Alliance for Caregiving at caregiving.org.

“Even though I did enjoy
60% of caregivers are women
having a yard and garden at my
40% of caregivers are men
home, I don’t miss doing the
Nearly one out of 10 caregivers work,” he said. “I don’t really
are 75 or older
like cooking, so it’s nice to have
One in 10 provides care for
the dining services.”
a spouse
He can still be involved with his clubs and
Spouse caregivers spend on
friends in the area, but also finds so much that
he doesn’t have the leave the community for.
average 44.6 hours
Hart enjoys the community men’s club,
per week providing care
walking the indoor exercise track and the new

For more information about Riverview Retirement
Community visit riverviewretirement.org or
call (509)483-6483.

